
Maintain consistent quality and

healthy margins with intuitive

recipe building and suggestive

menu pricing. Plus, easily view 
recipe costs as ingredient prices 
change and always have stock

on hand so you can maximize

your profits and never run out of 
ingredients. 

Help maximize profits 
and understand how 
menu items impact 
your bottom line.

Reduce time spent stocktaking

and ordering by setting up

automated recurring orders to

your suppliers and getting 
automatic stock up to PAR levels.  
Save valuable time by having 
your batches prepared in 
advance and all recipes kept in 
one place.

Save time ordering 
stock and chasing 
deliveries.
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Boost your profits with 
automated inventory 
management that reduces hours 
spent managing stock, reduces 
waste with smart planning and 
purchasing tools and helps you 
make better purchasing 
decisions based on costs.

Help save money by

keeping your inventory

costs under control.


Take full control of your stock, recipes and margins with automated 
inventory management that helps you order what you need, reduce 
waste and improve menu profit. Seamlessly integrated with 
Lightspeed Restaurant.

Lightspeed Inventory

Lightspeed Restaurant is the fast, flexible platform that simplifies your 
processes and connects your teams so you can focus on what matters.

lightspeedhq.com | 866-932-1801

https://www.lightspeedhq.com/home/
tel:866-932-1801


Unlimited 24/7 support from a dedicated  
team of specialists 



Fully-stacked library of guides, webinars,  
demos and videos



Free one-on-one software onboarding session 

With Lightspeed, you'll get support every step of the 
way. We have everything you need, when you need  
it—all for free.

The kind of 24/7 support you've 
always wanted.

Create recipes based on individual ingredients 
with recipe costing, suggested menu pricing 
and prep instructions. 



See accurate purchase price histories for your 
ingredients, record the cost of an item when 
sold and track actual gross profit %.

View current stock levels on hand 
and current stock value in real time 
per location. 



Manage your suppliers in one place, 
map items to suppliers, automate 
POs and order to PAR. 

Inventory allows us to have an  
accurate stock count across our five  

franchised locations as well as our sales 
channels. We’ve got a three way interaction with 

our customers: through the app, on the retail side 
in the shops and when having a glass or bottle in 

the shop. We have our in-house sales and then our 
app sales, which are digital. Being able to have 

these two separate sales points speaking to each 
other, and amalgamate the sales data, makes 

Lightspeed is a very powerful tool.

Wieteke Teppema
Commercial Director, Drop Wine London
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Manual inventory management takes time. Lightspeed Inventory      
does it for you. 
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